Synaptic input to cochlear nucleus dendrites that receive medial olivocochlear synapses.
Axons of olivocochlear neurons originate in the superior olivary complex and project to the cochlea. Along their course, medial olivocochlear axons give off branches to the cochlear nucleus. We labeled these branches with horseradish peroxidase and used electron microscopy to determine their target dendrites. Target dendrites were of two classes: "large" dendrites and "varicose" dendrites. Using serial sections, we reconstructed the dendrites and, in addition to the labeled olivocochlear input, we determined the synaptic profile of unlabeled inputs onto the dendrites. We classified the terminals on the basis of the shape and size of their synaptic vesicles. On large dendrites, the predominant type of unlabeled terminal had small round (SmRnd) vesicles. These terminals are likely to be excitatory, and some of them may originate from unlabeled medial olivocochlear branches. On varicose dendrites, the predominant type of terminal had pleomorphic vesicles. These terminals are likely to be inhibitory. They may be from descending inputs that arise in higher centers. A final type of terminal onto large dendrites exhibited signs of neuronal degeneration, possibly because the cell body of origin was damaged during the injection procedure. These terminals often had long, perforated synaptic densities and may originate from type II primary afferents. Thus, medial olivocochlear efferents and type II afferents, which both contact outer hair cells in the periphery, appear to synapse onto the same targets in the cochlear nucleus. In contrast, where examined, the target dendrites did not receive terminals with large vesicles from afferents that contact inner hair cells. Thus, target neurons appear to function in a neural circuit associated more closely with outer than with inner hair cells.